TOTAL SEATING—389

ORCHESTRA—Total Seats 314

BALCONY—Total Seats 75

Orchestra Left
Total Seats 88
Obstructed 5
Partially Obstructed 10
Wheelchair Accessible 2

Orchestra Center
Total Seats 138
Wheelchair Accessible: 2

Orchestra Right
Total Seats 88
Obstructed 5
Partially Obstructed 10
Wheelchair Accessible 2

Obstructed Seats
L - E9; F11; G13; J5; K7
R - E10; F12; G14; J6; K8

Partially Obstructed Seats
L - F9; F13; G9; G11; H11; H13; I13; J13; K5; K9
R - F10; F14; G10; G12; H12; H14; J14; J6; K10

Wheelchair Companion Seats
L - L1; L11
C - A101; A112
R - L2; L12